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The hike starts at the station of the «Triftbahn» 
 1  in «Nessental». One can choose to use the 

cable car to get closer to the Trift bridge but the 
first stage of the hike is actually very nice as the 
path moves through woods up to the «Erggeli-
hubel»  2  and then along the very steep Trift 
canyon. Once passing the canyon, the mountain 
station of the «Triftbahn» can be seen  3 . From 
there the second stage to the hike starts as 
another steep area of the mostly stony path has 
to be overcome. Then you will pass «Bössli’s 
Stein»  4 , a stone where Mr. Bössli used to live 
during summers a century ago. From there you 
have to go further along the path towards the 
Trift bridge  5 . The panorama is already stun-
ning even before you get to see the bridge that 
will show up around the corner. Only a few 
hundred meters in front of the Trift bridge there 
is a fork leading to «Windegghütte». At this 

point, there are only a few more meters to climb 
to get to the bridge and you can already grasp 
how high the bridge actually is. If you are free 
from vertigo and brave enough, you can walk 
across the bridge, which hangs about 100 
meters above the Trift valley. With a length of 
about 170 meters the bridge is not one of the 
longest but with the view and the glacier in the 
background certainly one of the most specta-
cular bridges in the world. Passing the bridge is 
definitely a bit of a test and usually only few 
hikers will make it across the bridge but the 
view of the lake and glacier is just as spectacu-
lar from the opposite side. Continuing along the 
path on the other side of the Trift bridge, you 
would eventually reach the Trift hut. As this part 
of the hike qualifies as an alpine hiking trail 
however, appropriate equipment would be 
necessary. 
 Once you have taken enough pictures of 
the bridge, the lake and the melting Trift glacier 
you can walk to the «Windegghütte»  6  where 
cheese and meat platters, soups and cakes are 
waiting for you. From there it will be around one 
hour to get back to the «Triftbahn» station  7

where you can board the cable car that will 
bring you back down within 12 minutes to the 
starting point of the hike.

Note: For this hike it is necessary to be sure foo- 
ted. Especially when going straight down from 
«Windegghütte» to the cable car station as well 
as when passing the Trift canyon on the way up. 
Another thing to consider is that it is necessary  
to book the tickets for the «Triftbahn» in 
advance to make sure that you get your spot. 
You can do that on their website.
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TRIFT BRIDGE HIKE

Length  9.1 km
Duration 4 h 25 min
Ascent / Descent 1’096 m / 757 m
Min. / Max. altitude 1’009 m / 1’880 m

https://map.schweizmobil.ch/?lang=de&land=wanderland&route=all&photos=yes&logo=yes&season=summer&bgLayer=pk&resolution=2.32&E=2668729&N=1173326&detours=yes&layers=Wanderland&trackId=289319192

